
 

‘Fortnight for Freedom’ forums shed light  

on ‘prior duty’ of Catholics 

July 02, 2013 at 9:44 AM 

"Our bishops are calling upon us to be a committed and courageous laity in society where we 

should not have to choose between being Catholic or U.S. citizens," said Msgr. Andrew Baker, 

chaplain of the diocesan St. Thomas More Society, June 25 while welcoming participants to the 

first of two educational forums focusing on religious liberty. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The Diocese of Allentown hosted the forum at Bethlehem Catholic High School (Becahi) and 

another forum June 27 at Berks Catholic High School, Reading. 

They were part of the "Fortnight for Freedom," a two-week period of prayer, education and 

action in pursuit of religious liberty. 
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Both forums consisted of a panel featuring Joshua Schulz, assistant professor of philosophy at 

DeSales University, Center Valley, attorneys and medical doctors. 

The panel at Becahi featured David Oakley, criminal attorney for Anderl and Oakley, Princeton, 

N.J., and Maria Martinez-Ramos, pediatrician for Lehigh Valley Health Network. 

The panel at BCHS consisted of Matt Kloiber, vice president of the St. Thomas More Society 

and a civil lawyer in Philadelphia, and Edward Mullin, urologist for Lehigh Valley Health 

Network. 

Msgr. Baker stressed that religious freedom is an inherent right and called on the government to 

be a "good government" by recognizing and promoting religious liberty. 

"In other words it isn't a right granted like a driver's license. It is part of the person and who we 

are as children of God," he said. 

"To truly be an American citizen is to be a religious person working toward the common good." 

Joshua Schulz, professor of philosophy 
Schulz presented at both forums and framed the liberal position behind the Health and Human 

Services (HHS) mandate and the natural law interpretation spurring Christians to reject the 

mandate. 

In his presentation Schulz maintained people are attracted to liberalism because of its supposed 

value on neutrality. 

"Dedicating yourself to making marshmallow sculptures of chipmunks is, from the point of view 

of liberalism, as legitimate as dedicating your life to curing cancer," he said. 

But according to Schulz, freedoms "bump into each other" since the goal of liberalism is to 

guarantee maximum freedom to do whatever a person wishes to whatever end. 

"Liberalism would have us respect other people's freedoms by interfering with their lives as little 

as possible," he said. 

"Of course, no one is absolutely free to do whatever they want. We all face natural limits like 

power and scarcity." 

Although ancient people dealt with powerlessness and scarcity by developing moral virtues like 

patience, temperance and hope, Schulz said modernity has a new solution – technology. 

"Technology increases our power and increases the products among which we can choose. 

Today I can cure my baldness with drugs, disguise it with implants or hide it with spray paint – 

then I will be happy. This is the promise of technology in our day – it allows us to satisfy all of 

our desires to become happy," he said. 



He pointed to the liberalism view that suggests since technology is necessary for happiness then 

every technology is good so long as it pleases someone. 

"Liberals believe that denying someone access to the technological means to freely satisfy their 

desires is as good as denying them happiness because it 'limits' their autonomy," said Schulz. 

In addition, he explained that when a person upholds abortion, contraception or in-vitro 

fertilization as a "bad technology," liberalism perceives the right to be happy as being 

diminished. 

"This is why liberalism will always be fundamentally opposed to the church on the majority of 

moral issues. Liberalism understands any limitation of one's freedom of choice or one's access to 

technology as an attack on one's autonomy and therefore on one's right to happiness – even when 

these limitations are made on objective moral grounds," said Schulz. 

He raised the paradox of liberalism and posed the question that if liberalism wants to maximize 

everyone's freedom, how can it force Catholics to provide objectionable services? 

"On the one hand, liberalism is grounded in the idea that we should respect the freedom of others 

as sacred. On the other hand, liberals also believe that in order to guarantee their freedom, they 

can in practice use the coercive power of the state to compel others to do what they believe is 

wrong," he said. 

Schulz also examined natural law and said Catholicism espouses that rights protect obligations 

rather than autonomy. 

"Things which are of human right cannot derogate from natural right or divine right," he said. 

He pointed out that if moral rights protect the ability to do good, people have a natural right to 

exercise themselves in necessary ways to fulfill their moral duties. 

"No earthly power, no government of men, has absolute dominion over our lives, freedom or 

conscience. As our founding fathers argued in the Declaration of Independence, the priority of 

natural rights and duties over man-made rights and duties entails that governments are limited by 

the natural law. 

In the case for religious freedom, Schulz said the U.S Conference of Catholic Bishops defends 

natural law because people have been given reason and revelation to help them fulfill their desire 

to seek truth. 

"As Christians we believe that the fullness of truth and the satisfaction of this desire is God 

himself. No created good will satisfy us," he said. 

Schulz also emphasized that truth is something to be sought and achieved, not something to be 

possessed. 



"Each of us has a duty to seek, as far as we are able and in our own way, the truth about ultimate 

things. Every person has this obligation, no matter their race, culture or creed. To refuse this duty 

is to be negligent of our souls," he said. 

According to Schulz, God gives his people the obligation to search for truth, to help others seek 

God and to generate a fundamental natural right to do so. 

"This is what we call the natural right to religious freedom. Since natural rights are prior to legal 

rights," he said. 

Calling the HHS mandate an "unwarranted impediment to religious freedom," Schulz said the 

mandate attempts to exempt medical care, education and charitable works as constituting 

genuine religious expression. 

"Evangelicals and Catholics together emphasize that religious freedom, which is necessary for 

accomplishing our fundamental duty to seek the voice of God in whatever manner he speaks to 

us, is prior to every other freedom including the freedom of speech, the freedom of assembly, the 

freedom of press, the freedom to assemble," he said. 

"Religious freedom is not one freedom among others, rather, it is the foundation of every other 

freedom," said Schulz. 

Despite the government's argument that citizens have a legal duty to obey the HHS mandate, 

Schulz said Catholics have a prior duty rooted in the natural law and Christian revelation to live 

in accord with our convictions. 

"We have a right to act in accord with that duty, both in the choices we make for ourselves, and 

to refuse to be complicit in these evils. We may, as members of a pluralistic society, sometimes 

tolerate evil – and our refusal to provide others with contraceptives without preventing others' 

use of contraceptives does just that – but we may not participate in it," he said. 

David Oakley and Matthew Kloiber, attorneys 
In his remarks from a legal standpoint, Oakley criticized the new health care program for forcing 

religiously-run businesses and companies to pay for abortion-causing drugs and birth control that 

violate their consciences. 

"This includes Federal Drug Administration-approved contraception that can destroy embryos or 

prevent embryonic development," he said. 

"A lot of things are objectionable, but money being taken from your paycheck and my paycheck 

for abortion on demand is egregious," said Oakley. 

"Religious liberty has been reduced to an aspect of free speech." 

While some religious employers are exempt from the legislation, Oakley said there are problems 

in determining the definition of a "religious" group. 



Groups that do not meet the criteria must comply within a year or face steep fines. Other 

religious organizations, like the Catholic Church, are not required to pay for contraception, 

abortifacients and sterilization because the service is offered at the cost of the insurance 

company. 

"It's ridiculous. The employer is still paying for it because it is just hiding in an accounting 

term," said Oakley. 

Oakley also criticized the federal government for inserting itself between an employer and the 

employee, as well as between employers and daughters of employees. 

"Daughters are automatically entitled to services like the morning after pill without parental 

consent," he said. 

"And citizens should not have to forfeit religious rights because they go into business," said 

Oakley. 

In regard to same-sex marriage, Oakley called the measure "equally perilous" and disapproved of 

labeling a person a "bigot" because they are morally opposed. 

In his remarks at BCHS, Kloiber stressed the need for conscience protection of the Christian 

belief to evangelize to the world and to serve others, whether they share the faith or have no 

faith. 

"What is at stake are the conscience rights of many religious believers," he said. 

Kloiber pointed out that Catholic adoption services have ceased in major cities such as 

Washington, D.C. and Boston, Mass. because of their unwillingness to compromise their 

conscience. 

"State immigration laws prevent churches from assisting poor people or even celebrating 

sacraments with them. Pharmacists are forced to provide emergency contraceptives or risk losing 

their license," he said. 

"What I see is an increase in laws that interfere with free exercise of religious faith, that offer no 

meaningful conscience protection, that essentially make it illegal for Catholics and other 

Christians to engage in civil society as our faith calls us to do,' he said. 

Maria Martinez-Ramos and Edward Mullin, physicians Lehigh Valley Health Network 

Martinez-Ramos, who has been caring for families in the Lehigh Valley for almost 30 years, said 

the HHS mandate stands to pose dangerous consequences to youth dealing with bullying, 

depression, media pressure and broken families. 

"Many youth are searching for love and acceptance – and think sex is love," she said. 



In her practice, Martinez-Ramos said, she has encountered many parents opting to allow their 

daughter to take birth control pills instead of teaching them to protect their virginity. 

With sexual content and verbal references to sex on television on the rise, Martinez-Ramos 

expressed concerns about the legal accessibility of contraception and abortifacients. 

"Parent permission is no longer needed. Our youth are left alone to make decisions on this 

matter. And most abortions are decided out of fear," she said. 

According to Martinez-Ramos, the birth control pill was designed as an answer to many social 

problems to control the population, improve marriages and end unwanted pregnancies. 

"Instead divorce rates have increased, sexually transmitted diseases are on the rise, cohabitation 

has increased and out-of-wedlock pregnancies are at 41 percent," she said. 

In his presentation, Mullin cautioned the audience to beware of jargon and stay skeptical when 

told the quality of health care can be increase and costs can be reduced. 

"More than half practicing clinicians in the United States work for hospitals. and that number is 

growing due to doctors seeing increasing costs, reduced reimbursements and declining revenue – 

with no respite on the horizon," he said. 

Mullin also expressed concerns about the estimated 30 million Americans who will have new 

Medicaid insurance. 

"No one really knows what will happen as states grapple with cost issues. The payment and fee 

schedules for Medicare and Medicaid are all set by the government," he said. 

According to Mullin, other problems are on the horizon, including residency positions that are 

largely federally funded, medical coding becoming increasing complex and some senior 

physicians becoming "dis-spirited. 

"I anticipate a crisis looming in clinical medicine – increased demand and no real change in 

supply," said Mullin. 

"It is in this setting that health care providers are also facing a steady and escalating attack on 

religious liberty and rights of conscience – religious liberty that we thought was protected by 

Congress," said Mullin. 

- See more at: http://www.allentowndiocese.org/blog/fortnight-for-freedom-forums-shed-light-

on-prior-duty-of-catholi/#sthash.ZZPGnX3L.dpuf 
 


